MEC NKONYENI VISIT ULUNDI LOCAL MUNICIPALITY

The Premier of KwaZulu-Natal Hon. Senzo Mchunu and his cabinet visited uLundi Local Municipality under Operation Sukuka Sakhe. The main aim of these visits is to update the communities on the progress of development projects that are on the pipeline and those that have been completed.

The KZN MEC for Education was deployed to ward 6 of Idlebe Tribal Authority; where she visited Idlebe Primary School, Khululeka Community Care Centre, Idlebe Clinic, War Room, and she concluded her visit to the ward by engaging with the community of Idlebe. Addressing the community, the MEC congratulated the community for having this centre; and that they should utilize it to benefit the children in need, especially those who are orphans. In her conclusion remarks she said, “As we approach end of the year examination, I humbly urge all learners to study hard especially those in grade 12.”